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Abstract
Peer to Peer(P2P) file sharing networks are amongst the best free sources of information
on the internet. Voluntary participation and lack of control makes them a very attractive
option to share data anonymously. However a small group of people take advantage of the
freedom provided by these networks and share content that is prohibited by law. Apart from
copyrighted content, there are cases where people share files related to Child Pornography which
is a criminal offense. Law enforcement attempts to track down these offenders by obtaining a
court order for search and seizure of computers at a suspect location. These seized computers
are forensically examined using storage and memory-forensics tools. However before the search
warrant is issued strong evidence must be presented to provide a reason for suspiscion. Deficient
investigation in the intial stages might lead to misidentification of the source and steer the
investigation in a wrong direction.
Initial evidence collection on peer to peer file sharing networks is a challenge due to the
lack of a central point of control and highly dynamic nature of the networks. The goal of
this work is to create a working prototype of an initial evidence collection tool for forensics
in P2P networks. The prototype is based on the idea that P2P networks could be monitored
by introducing modified peer nodes onto the network for a certain time period and recording
relevant information about nodes that possess criminally offensive content. Logging information
sent by a suspicious node along with timestamps and unique identification information would
provide a strong, verifiable initial evidence. This work presents one such working prototype in
alignment with the goals stated above.
11 Introduction
This chapter describes the motivation for this work. It also gives a brief introduction to
the proposed method and discusses the organization of the rest of this thesis.
1.1 Motivation
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) traffic was accounted for 44% of the entire internet traffic according to
a study published by Sandvine in 2008 (11). Even with the advent of high-quality streaming
media, P2P traffic has maintained very strong and steady state with about 30% of traffic share
in Europe and 20% in North America. The quick emergence and shutdown of ’Napster’ which
caused a huge uproar in 2001 caused several more advanced P2P file-sharing networks to spawn.
Due their decentralization, flexibility, scalability and voluntary participation, peer-to-peer file-
sharing networks have been amongst the best free information sources on the Internet. Hence
their popularity in unabated even with the emergence of newer technologies.
The number and popularity of peer-to-peer (P2P) file-sharing networks has been increasing
since the appearance of the very first P2P file-sharing application (Napster) in 2001. However
popularity comes with a price. In case of P2P systems their primary advantage of ’freedom’
compared to other more restricted forms of information sharing became a bane in certain cases.
Along with exchange of important information, many illegal activities are perpetrated on P2P
network. Illegal file sharing was the cause of the shutdown of the first widely popular P2P
application. However with the emergence of other more sophisticated P2P networks the illegal
activities continued on these other networks. Sharing of illegal material on these networks has
been on a constant rise.
Copyright Infringement causes billions of dollars losses every year to media industry. Sev-
eral articles in the news report notices related to prosecutions under ’Digital Millennium Copy-
rights Act’. News articles also report monitoring activities from ’Recording Industry Artists
2association’(RIAA) and ’Motion Picture Artists Association’(MPAA). These organizations are
powerful entities that are fighting seriously against billions of dollars losses incurred every year
due to illegal file sharing in P2P networks. RIAA (1), on its website indicates that ‘in the
decade since peer-to-peer (p2p) file-sharing site Napster emerged in 1999, music sales in the
U.S. have dropped 47 percent, from $14.6 billion to $7.7 billion’. It also cites and NPD report
that indicates only 37 percent of music acquired by U.S. consumers in 2009 was paid for. While
sharing of copyrighted material causes several industries a loss of billions of dollars, these are
civil infractions where the loss is only monetary. Unfortunately the abuse of P2P networks also
includes an apalling number of criminal activies that cause potential human abuse.
Possession and distribution of child pornography(CP) is one of the pressing criminal ac-
tivities carried out on P2P network. Government Accountability Agency(GAO) submitted a
report on CP in 2003. The report indicated that in one search using 12 keywords known to
be associated with CP, GAO identified that about 42 percent results were associated with
CP. Mehta et al., (5) monitored a website ‘Gnutellameter‘ which captures data exchanged in
Gnutella and provides summaries of key words most commonly entered by users. They suggest
that CP features amongst the most commonly searched for files on Gnutella. Grabowski (6)
had noted that in February 2003, Palisade Systems collected 22 million requests and queries
conducted on Gnutella over a three week period and randomly selected 40000 of these. They
found that 42 % of all requests monitored were for adult or CP. The presence of such content,
and its very easy access, make the current situation particularly worrying for P2P users, in par-
ticular children. Studies by Waters et al. (19),Taylor et al. (20) and Quayle et al. (21) reveal
more depressing facts linking CP to pedophilia. The studies include other human psychological
factors and observe that easy and/or unwanted access to unwanted content may create the
users interest for such content. Hence monitoring of these networks by agencies has already
been instituted.
Law Enforcement needs to be extremely cautious in investigating criminal cases related to
P2P file sharing. Shoddy investigation often yields insufficient or misleading evidence. Verifi-
cation of evidence at every level not only builds a strong case but also ensures that innocent
people are not falsely implicated due to deficiencies in investigation. Interhack’s investiga-
3tion (2) represents an example of a case where a teenager was falsely implicated initially, for
possession of CP. But an external investigator used user logon and file access timestamps on
the operating system to prove that the actual files found on the system were downloaded by
malware on system. Timestamps and other such information are useful in investigating these
techniques. Tools like P2P Marshall (14) are used by Law Enforcement to forensically examine
the confiscated storage devices. However before any computer is is confiscated, it is very im-
portant to zero-in on the right IP-address, computer and physical location before a subpoena
is filed and a subsequent search warrant is issued based on the initial evidence collected. Hence
the initial data and evidence collection leads to a significant impact on the direction in which
the case proceeds. Data collection methods and tools that provide investigative agencies with
data that identifies the source go a long way in proper handling of any criminal case. This data
could be used after confiscation to determine the validity of the case of posession of criminal
content.
This work is motivated by the challenges faced in investigation of cases related to illegal
distribution of criminal content on the P2P networks. The consequences of availability of such
material are very strong and hence this work makes an effort to aid the investigation of criminal
content. The importance of conducting an investigation in a complete and technically sound
manner so that false positives are eliminated is well-understood. Hence an attempt it made to
create a system that overcomes the technical challenges in monitoring P2P.
1.2 Proposed Method
The goal of this work is to demonstrate that a reliable monitoring system could be built for
initial data collection on a P2P network. For this purpose different types of P2P networks were
considered and their characteristics were analyzed. Based on criteria like topology and search
mechanism different types of P2P systems could be classified in a few common categories.
Possible data collection methods for each of these categories were examined for the purpose of
implementation of a prototype. The data collection method could be extended to other similar
P2P networks to provide initial evidence to obtain a search warrant with a stronger confidence
level.
4Note: This work does not attempt to identify the initial uploader of criminal content or
conclusively prove when a file was obtained by a node. It attempts to identify the nodes in
possession of a particular illegal file.
1.3 Thesis Organization
Chapter 2 of this thesis provides a detailed introduction of P2P networks and describes
the P2P protocols relevant to this work in detail. Chapter 3 presents the legal and technical
challenges involved in implementing a solution for initial evidence. Chapter 4 presents a review
of work related to monitoring of P2P systems. Chapter 5 describes the design and implementa-
tion for a prototype for initial evidence collection in a chosen P2P network. A few experiments
were performed to evaluate the different stages of the proposed evidence collection methodol-
ogy. Observations from the experiments are presented in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 summarizes
the work of this thesis and identifies the directions in which this work could be improved in
the future.
52 Background
This chapter introduces some concepts and terminology necessary to understand the con-
tents of this thesis. Section 2.1 presents a brief introduction of peer to peer(P2P) networks and
characteristics of P2P Networks. Section 2.2 presents a classification of P2P Networks based
on the type of network topology, protocol class and hierarchy of nodes. Section 2.3 briefly
describes the applications of P2P systems. Section 2.4 introduces the protocols Gnutella and
Gnutella2 which are the file sharing protocols for which a forensic investigation monitoring
system is proposed in this thesis.
2.1 P2P Systems Overview
P2P systems are distributed systems that formed by a set of interconnected nodes where
each node has equal capability. Formation and maintenance of these networks is based on
a well defined communication protocols used to by nodes to join the networks and exchange
information. P2P systems are overlay networks built at application layer. All the nodes of
a P2P network run software that implements the communication protocol. Peers facilitate
exchange of information at the application layer which helps in network maintenance and has
several different applications.
2.2 Classification of P2P Networks
Factors like topology and communication protocol are inter-related in P2P systems. Based
on these two factors the P2P Networks and taking into consideration the primary purpose of
information exchange - P2P networks could be classified into the following three categories:
1. 1. Centralized Networks
2. 2. Completely Decentralized Networks
63. 3. Semi Centralized Networks
2.2.1 Centralized Networks
One central index/directory server maintains a list of all active/live nodes on the networks.
Nodes that wish to join the network need to send information about themselves to the central
index server periodically. Since the nodes are dependent on a central server for communication,
these are not pure P2P networks.
P2P Networks.png
Figure 2.1 Centralized P2P Network Topology
Examples: Napster the first popular file-sharing service of late 1990’s had a central index
server. Napster protocol required a central index server. BitTorrent protocol which is amongst
the most popular P2P networks of today is a centralized P2P network.
2.2.1.1 BitTorrent Protocol
File download with BitTorrent protocol is based on the idea that one large file can be
downloaded as several smaller chunks that could be finally joined together to form the file.
The BitTorrent network contains web-servers that could be searched for .¨torrent¨files which are
7metadata files. These .torrents files contain information about one particular file that needs
to be downloaded, the number of chunks it is divided into and an index server called ’tracker’.
Any peer that currently is downloading the file or possesses the file completely periodically
sends a message to the tracker server with information about the chunks of the file it already
possesses and the chunks it needs to download. Since all the peers that already downloaded
or are currently downloading the file communicate this information with the tracker, it has
information about how many different peers in the network currently possess on chunk of a file.
So the file search and download process works as follows:
1. 1. User searches for a file-name on a website and downloads the corresponding ’¨.torrent¨’
file.
2. 2. The BitTorrent client uses the .torrent file to identify the tracker and queries the
tracker about the list of peers that possess different pieces of the file.
3. 3. The tracker sends a response with a list of peers containing different pieces of the file.
4. 4. The client establishes a TCP connection with the peers that possess the pieces of the
file and downloads the pieces required.
5. 5. During the download process the client continuously communicates with the tracker,
updating it about the pieces that it downloaded already and querying about the list of
peers that possess the required pieces of the file.
6. 6. Thus the tracker continuously keeps tracks of which node has which chunks of a file.
It sends this information to clients that request information about a particular file.
2.2.2 Completely Decentralized Networks
: All the nodes on the network are exactly identical in terms of functionality and information
stored. No node contains more information or performs more functions than its peer. Central
index servers are absent.
Examples: Traditional Gnutella protocol formed a completely decentralized P2P network
where all the nodes were
8- mod.png
Figure 2.2 Completely Decentralized P2P Network Topology
Gnutella Protocol Gnutella (v0.4) is a decentralized P2P protocol where each node can
act a server or a client. Hence Gnutella2 nodes are called servents. The Gnutella protocol
defines the way servents communicate with each other. Specifically the protocol dictates how
network formation, maintenance and objects search mechanisms works.
Network Formation
A Gnutella servent connects itself to the network by establishing a connection with another
servent currently on the network. A few techniques for finding the IP address of first servent
are defined by the Gnutella protocol. After first connection is established, most host addresses
are obtained from the network. .
Once a servent’s address is obtained from the network a TCP connection is established
and a handshake sequence ensues. The servents become neighbours on the network once the
handshake completes.
Network Maintenance Once a servent has connected successfully to the network, it
communicates with other servents by sending and receiving Gnutella protocol messages.
9The following communication messages are defined by the Gnutella protocol (12):
Table 2.1 Gnutella Messages
Message Meaning
Ping Used to actively discover hosts on the network. A
servent receiving a Ping message is expected to
respond with one or more Pong messages.
Pong The response to a Ping. Includes the address of a
connected Gnutella servent, the listening port of
that servent, and information regarding the amount
of data it is making available to the network.
Query The primary mechanism for searching the distributed
network. A servent receiving a Query message will
respond with a Query Hit if a match is found against
its local data set.
QueryHit The response to a Query. This message provides the
recipient with enough information to acquire the data
matching the corresponding Query.
Push A mechanism that allows a firewalled servent to
contribute file-based data to the network.
Bye An optional message used to inform the remote host
that you are closing the connection, and your reason
for doing so.
Any new node that runs Gnutella software probes the network by sending a ’ping’ request
the neighbour Gnutella servents. The neighbours in turn forward this ping requests. The
servents that receive the ping messages respond with a pong message that include the address
of a connected Gnutella servent, the listening port of that servent. After the pong message is
received a set of servers are selected by the Gnutella program running on the node to send a
TCP connect request. A TCP connection is established once a handshake sequence of messages
is exchanged and the servents add each other to their neighbour list.
The servents periodically send messages to each other with information about their current
status, list of files, neighbours etc.
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Object Search Mechanism Gnutella servents broadcast a ’Query’ packet described above
to all their neighbours. The neighbour servents in turn forward the query to their own neigh-
bouring servents, even when they have the target file. ’Query’ packet has a time-to-live(TTL)
field in its header that dictates the maximum number of times the packet can be forwarded.
Each neighbour decrements the TTL field before forwarding the search requests to its own
neighbours. Messages are forwarded to the neighbors within the limited number of hops de-
fined by the Time to Live (TTL) in the message header. If the desired files were found, the
servent sends back the matched result set to the neighbor through which it received the query.
The servent initiatin the search selects the file from the result set and downloads the target file
directly from the peer.Gnutella search mechanism is inefficient because the network is flooded
with queries and many nodes might recive the same query multiple time. Newer versions of
Gnutella protocol improved this mechanism.
2.2.3 Semi Centralized Networks
Multiple nodes on the network contain indexing information. A inherent hierarchy in the
network is created by elevating a few nodes on the network to perform additional functions apart
from those performed by regular peers. These additional functions might include maintaining
an index of information that neighbours possess, routing queries or maintain/share routing
information about 1 hop and 2 hop neighbours. Henceforth these nodes shall be referenced as
’SuperNode’ or ’Hub’ in this thesis.
Semi-centralized networks are more efficient in terms of routing and information exchange.
In case of completely decentralized networks querying and routing mostly takes place though
flooding mechanism. In semi-centralized network since the SuperNodes forwarw queries or
route other important packets, flooding is reduced. Routing based on indexing information
available to the SuperNodes is more efficient. Examples: Modified versions of Gnutella using
UltraPeers and Distributed Hash Tables, Gnutella2, eDonkey/eMule and Kad are some of the
P2P protocols that could be classified as semi-centralized networks. Gnutella2 protocol is de-
scribed in detail in the followin sub-section. Though there are differences in these protocols the
general concept remains the same throughout. Hence an understanding of one these protocols
11
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Figure 2.3 Semi Centralized P2P Network Topology
would be sufficient to quickly understand the other due to the analogous nature.
2.2.4 Gnutella2
Gnutella2 (9) was inspired from Gnutella protocol but is not an official extension. Gnutella2
gained a lot of popularity notwithstanding the fact that it was an offshoot. The strength of
Gnutella2 likes in its optimization of search mechanism. A hierarchy is introduced into the
network and nodes were classified into Hub and Leaf networks. A network of highly available
nodes called Hub network is responsible for metadata exchange and object search in Gnutella2
network.
2.2.4.1 Gnutella2 - Network Architecture
Gnutella2 network architecture follows the semi centralized P2P network topology. Follow-
ing sub-sections describe the architecture and search mechanism in Gnutella2 networks:
Leaf Nodes Leaf nodes are common nodes type on the network. P2P nodes contribute
through file sharing but do not have any special responsibility. Hence they are not critical to
12
the network infrastructure and can join or leave at anytime without affecting the network.
Hub Nodes Hub nodes are powerful nodes which contribute substantial resources to the
network. Hub nodes play an important part in network maintenances.
Hub Responsibility Hubs are highly interconnected compared to leaf nodes, forming a
h¨ub network¨, with each hub maintaining a connection to other neighbouring hubs. This group
that a single hub forms, along with the neighbours, is called a ’hub cluster’. Typically hubs are
connected to 5-30 neighbouring hubs. Hubs also accept connections from leaf nodes described
above. Leaf nodes are the terminal points of the network. Leaf nodes can connect to more
than one hub at once. The entire network can view viewed as a grouping of hub-clusters.
Information about the network is shared by hub cluster constantly.
Gnutella2 protocol(9) lists the following as hub responsibilities: Maintaining up-to-date
information about other hubs in the cluster, and their neighbouring hubs, providing updates to
neighbours. Maintaining a node routing table mapping node GUIDs to shortest route local TCP
connections and UDP endpoints Maintaining query hash tables for each connection, including
both leaves and hubs so that queries can be executed intelligently Maintaining a superset query
hash table including local content and every connected leaf’s (not hub’s) supplied tables, to
supply to neighbouring hubs Monitoring the status of local connections and deciding whether
to downgrade to leaf mode, and keeping distributed discovery services such as GWebCaches
updated
2.2.4.2 Basic Network Maintenance
Once TCP stream connections have been established forming the overall network topology,
a set of basic packet types and behaviors are used to keep the network together and perform
maintenance functions. These maintenance packets are documented in this section, each with
name, payload, children and behaviours.
2.2.4.3 Query Hash Tables
Note: The following information was obtained from the Gnutella2 protocol description (9).
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In the Gnutella2 network architecture, neighbouring nodes exchange compressed hash filter
tables describing the content, which can be reached by communicating with them. Query hash
tables or QHTs provide enough information to know with certainty that a particular node
(and possibly its descendants) will not be able to provide any matching objects for a given
query. Conversely, the QHT may reveal that a node or its descendants may be able to provide
matching objects. QHTs are very efficient, both in terms of exchange and maintenance and
lookup cost.
Queries can be discarded confidently when a transmission is known to be unnecessary with-
out providing the forwarding node, any information about the searchable content. Neighbours
know what their neighbours do not have, but cannot say for sure what they do have.
Nodes operating in hub mode maintain an aggregate or superset query hash table, consisting
of their own searchable content combined with the QHTs supplied by all connected leaves. This
aggregate table is supplied to neighbouring hubs, allowing them to completely filter traffic for
the local hub and its leaves. When a change is detected in either the local content or a connected
leaf node’s QHT, the aggregate table must be rebuilt and patches dispatched to neighbouring
hubs. This will happen often, so an appropriate minimum time between updates should be
used. One minute is effective. An aggregate table representing hundreds of leaves will be much
denser than a table representing one node. This means that all tables must be large enough
that the aggregate table remains productively sparse.
2.2.4.4 Object Search Mechanism
Following is a step-by-step description of Gnutella2 Object search mechanism:
• A search client iteratively contacts known hubs with its query
• Hubs match the query against the cached hash tables of their neighbours
• Where a table hit occurs, the query is forwarded once only
• The single injected query thus effectively covers the logical hub cluster, which is the basic
searchable unit
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• Nodes which actually receive the filtered query process it and send results to the search
client directly
When a search client wishes to execute a new search, the following events happen:
1. The search client selects an eligible hub from its global hub cache which has a recent
timestamp, has not been contacted more recently than it allows, and has not yet been
queried in this search.
2. If a query key is not yet available for this hub, a query key request is dispatched.
3. Once a query key is available, the search client sends a keyed query to the hub.
4. Upon receiving the query, the hub checks the query key for validity.
5. The hub then responds with a query acknowledgement packet, containing a list of neigh-
bouring hubs which have now been searched and a list of 2-hop hubs which have not yet
been searched.
6. The search client adds the list of searched hubs to its ”don’t try again” list, and adds the
list of ”try hubs” to the global hub cache for future selection.
7. Meanwhile, the hub examines the query to make sure that it has not received it before.
Duplicate queries are dropped.
8. The hub then matches the query against the query hash table of all connected nodes, and
sends it to those nodes which may be able to field a match.
9. While this is occurring, the hub processes the query locally and returns any results it
may have.
10. Leaves directly attached to the hub which have a potential match will have received the
query, and process it locally.
11. They may elect to return results directly to the search client, or may return their results
to their hub for dispatch.
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12. Other hubs in the hub cluster which received the query now examine it to ensure they
have not processed it before. They do not send an acknowledgement.
13. Assuming it is new, the hubs match the query against the query hash tables of their
leaves but not their neighbouring hubs. Potential leaves receive a copy of the query, and
the hub processes it locally.
14. Once again, the hub returns its own results and may forward results for its leaves if they
do not wish to dispatch them directly.
15. Meanwhile, the search client receives any search results generated by the hub cluster.
16. The search client makes a decision on whether it should continue its search. If so, the
process starts again.
17. The search client will not re-query any of the hubs in the hub cluster, but it has a list of
nearby hubs so that the crawl can continue.
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3 Challenges And Research Problems
This chapter is divided into two parts. The first part discusses the legal challenges involved
in evidence collection on P2P file sharing networks. The second part discusses the technical
challenges involved in implementing a solution. Some of the challenges for evidence collection
and forensics in P2P networks identified by existing body of research.
The second part analyzes the different monitoring methods for peer to peer networks, their
advantages disadvantages based on past work in this direction. Further the relevance of each
monitoring method for our purpose of of preliminary evidence collection in P2P networks is
discussed.
3.1 Legal Challenges for Evidence Collection in P2P Systems
Forensic investigation of digital crimes involves several stages of evidence collection. Chal-
lenges faced at different stages of investigation could be broadly classified into legal and tech-
nical challenges described below.
Following is a gist of the legal issues of relating to possession of illegal files from the per-
spective of criminal investigations.
3.1.1 Jurisdiction
Only a few countries in the world have cyber-laws. Technology develops rapidly, but it
takes sometime time for the law to identify and the illegal activities that are made possible
by use of technology, a punishable crime. In cases where parts of key evidence is outside the
jurisdiction of the law enforcement agency the effort require to carry-on the investgation would
make if effectively infeasible.
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3.1.2 Privacy and Fourth Amendment
According to the Fourth Amendement (16) ”The right of the people to be secure in their
persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and seizures, shall not
be violated; and no Warrants shall issue but upon probable cause, supported by Oath or
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to
be seized.”
Hence all the investigation conducted before a formal search warrant is issued must use pub-
lic domain information. Data is exchanged freely by nodes on the P2P file sharing networks and
the information collected from searches is voluntary - hence this could be considered as public
data. The initial evidence collection tool should not perform any intrusive search/evaluation
in order to abide by fourth amendment.
3.1.3 Uploading and Downloading of Illegal Content
Sometimes forensic investigation tools download the files from the P2P network for verifica-
tion. Some clients that download files are configured to upload parts of files already downloaded.
Tools used in investigation should not upload the files even accidentally during investigation.
The evidence collection process might be questioned otherwise. Care must be taken while
developing an evidence collection tool to disable uploading criminal content.
3.1.4 Digital Millenium Copyrights Act and Academia
Digital Millenium Copyright Act (17) is enforced very strictly on educational institutions.
Educational institutions hence do not allow any Peer to Peer file sharing software to run on
their network for the penalty if prosecuted for illegal file sharing, is huge. Hence using campus
network to run a P2P even if it is only for research-purposes was not allowed.
3.2 Technical Challenges for Evidence Collection in P2P Systems
The number of technical challenges involved in creating a monitoring tool for P2P networks
exceed the number of legal challenges. Following section lists a few of the technical challenges
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3.2.1 Encryption
Use of encryption for communication between peers complicates monitoring P2P traffic at
a network level. Even if network monitors are placed at several places on the internet, use of
encruption makes if vritually impossible obtain any meaningful information from the packet
dumps. The initial evidence collection tool should be able to perform its function in spite of
encryption of network data.
3.2.2 Validation of Evidence
Prosecution requires validation of evidence collected at every stage. If there is a flaw in
the initial stages of evidence collection the entire investigation could be invalidated. Therefore
validation the initial evidence collected is of paramount importance. Our goal is to ensure
that the initial data collected is validated sufficiently in the early stages of investigation so
that credibility is maintained. Care should be taken while collecting information such that as
much information is collected in a manner that is verifiable at a later stage. The information
collected should not only help zeroing in on a particular file, but in cases where malicious
programs installed on a users computer are responsible for downloading incriminating content,
the data should be useful to exculpate the user of criminal charges.
3.2.3 Blacklisting Monitors on the Network
IP filter software like PeerBlock, PeerGuardian, Moblock (13) could be installed on nodes
to prevent a list of known IPs from accessing nodes. A list of IP addresses belonging to the
Government, corporations, machines flagged for anti-P2P activities or even entire countries
could be obtained from services like iblocklist (15) and the IP filter software could be setup to
block all IPs from this list. For the initial evidence collection to succeed if the tool monitors
the network by being a part of the network, the IP address of the tool should not exist in such
a block list. Also care must be taken that the IP address does not get added to a block-list.
Apart from running the tool from an IP associated with a Govt Agency or known monitoring
organization like RIAA or MPAA, other ways of getting noticed are aggressive querying of the
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network.
3.2.4 Storage Space (Space Complexity)
As stated in 3.2.3 above it is important to collect as much relevant information as possible
during initial stages of evidence collection. For examples if a network level packet logger is
placed at the gateway, recording information such as the timestamps of packets along with
capturing entire packets is more important. However nodes in the P2P networks share a large
amount of metadata for maintenance and operational purposes. Logging every single incoming
and outgoing packet would quickly add-up to a large amount of data and would require a lot
of storage space. Though storage space is becoming cheaper everyday, network bandwidth and
it’s usage by P2P networks is increasing proportionately as well. Hence logging all the network
traffic is not cost-effective. Hence it is important to filter-out irrelevant messages that do not
provide any meaningful information for the purpose of investigation.
3.2.5 Processing Power(Time Complexity)
The amount of processing power required to build a system for monitoring and evidence
collection has a direct impact on the cost. Due to the large size of P2P networks it is hard to
imagine a solution where a single monitor is sufficient to obtain information about the entire
network unless it probes every single node on the network. A monitor can be analogous to a node
on the network or a device recording relevant network traffic at a lower layer or just a network
tap that stores everything that it sees. The number of monitors required to effectively collect
evidence and the placement of those monitors are factors that are of paramount importance
for the design of an efficient system. A cost-benefit analysis should be performed and the
processing power requirement should be optimized.
3.2.6 Network Access
P2P networks are overlay networks that are formed at application layer. Hence two nodes
located thousands of miles apart in diametrically opposite ends of the world could be neighbours
by adding each other to thier list of neighbours. Hence the geographical locations of application
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level monitors is not important. However if network level monitoring is chosen, the placement
of monitors becomes an important factor. If a graph of the P2P networks could be drawn, the
placement of network level monitors could be viewed as a graph-covering problem. Also access
to the underlying network level infrastrcuture is required to place network level monitors.
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4 Literature Survey
This chapter presents a review of existing body of work related monitoring in P2P network.
Though there are several research papers related to P2P network monitoring, the number of
papers related to evidence collection are few in number. Section 4.1 discusses the possible
monitoring approaches for a P2P network and reviews research work related to P2P monitors
and traces. Section 4.2 reviews the available literature on evidence collection in peer to peer
networks.
4.1 Monitoring Approaches for P2P File Sharing Networks
P2P networks are called overlay networks because they form their own networks of com-
puters over the internet. Maintenance of these network infrastructure involves exchange of
application level messages over the underlying physical network. As described in Chapter 2,
P2P protocols mainly defined the network maintenance and search mechanisms. Monitoring a
P2P network for evidence involves monitoring the network topology (architecture) and the mes-
sages exchanged between nodes to obtain information about digital contraband being shared.
Therefore monitoring can take place at the TCP/IP layers or application layer or both.
Monitoring could also be further classified into active and passive monitoring. Passive
monitoring involves recording information passively without querying or actively initiating
information exchange with other nodes on the P2P network. Active monitoring on the other
hand involves proactive information exchange with other nodes on the network. Hence, a
monitoring tool designed to collect evidence from P2P networks could use one of the following
monitoring techniques.
An analysis of the emperical monitoring studies on P2P systems is neccesary to obtain a
better insight into different monitoring approaches and their applicability to evidence collection
in P2P networks. Pitfalls and advantages of each monitoring approach could be enumerated
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and thus a wiser design decisions could be made. Huges, Walkerdine and Lee (24) present
an analysis of significant P2P traffic monitoring studies between 2000 and 2005. As described
above, monitoring of P2P systems could be classified active and passive or network level and
application level based on different criteria. (24) mainly classifies the monitoring studies into
passive network level monitoring, passive application level monitoring and active application
level monitoring. The following sections provide a brief description of each approach followed
by an analysis of each approach based on analyis provided by (24) for studies before 2005.
Analysis of P2P traffic monitoring studies conducted after 2005 is also presented.
4.1.1 Passive Network Level Monitoring
Passive network level monitoring involves recording TCP/IP packets by introducing agents
at appropriate location on underlying physical network infrastructure. The location for where
the agent for data collection is placed is critical. For example placing the agent at the network
gateway of a large network would record all the traffic routed to nodes in the network. On
the other hand, placing the agent on a network segment of switched LAN would record only
traffic associated with a single node. Network level monitoring is transparent to the underlying
network.
An important requirement in case of passive network monitoring is effective traffic classi-
fication. Apart from classifying non-P2P traffic from P2P traffic, the different types of P2P
traffic should also be classified. A study of Napster traffic was conducted by (25) in 2000.
Plonka et al., (25), Saroiu et al., (26) and Gummadi et al., (29) studied network traces
before 2005 analyzed by Huges et. al(24). It was observed that it was relatively easy to
perform the first study by Plonka et al., (25) because of the centralized nature of Napster.
(26)[11] and (29) identified traffic by port number and header data respectively. (25) also
pointed out that P2P systems were increasingly becoming more difficult to monitor as they
use non-standard ports and encrypted header data. To counter this problem , Subhabrata et
al., (30) developed a system for real-time network-level identification of P2P traffic which was
implemented as an extension to AT&T’s Gigascope (31) high speed traffic monitor. They used
’application signatures’ to classify realtime network traffic. Evaluation of this approach proved
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that it was capable of identifying traffic from popular P2P systems like Gnutella (12), Kadmelia
(10), eDonkey (8) and BitTorrent(3). Iliotofu et al., (27),(28) used a dispersion graph based
approach to classify all network traffic in general. Based on these studies the following benefits
and limitations of network level traces were identified.
Benefits and Limitations of Passive Network Level Monitoring Passive network
level monitoring is transparent but introduces additional overhead of effective traffic classifi-
cation. Even though techniques for traffic classification are invented, if payload is encrpted,
not much could be done after the traffic is classified. Access to key segments of the underlying
network infrastructure is required for this method. Obtaining access to gateway’s of ISPs is
not feasible. Gateways of educational institutions or large organizations could be monitored,
but these networks do not accurately represent the activity in real private networks.
4.1.2 Active Network Level Monitoring
Active network level monitoring involves injection of packets onto the network or marking
packets on the network near the source node and having a monitor placed near the destination
node to detect the injected or marked packets. This method cannot be used for evidence
collection since introducing content onto the network would raise questions about the validity
of the evidence.
4.1.3 Passive Application Level Monitoring
Passive application level monitoring involves introduction of a modified client onto the
network that participates in the regular message exchange with the neighbour and logs all the
messages received from the neighbours. Regular network maintenance and search messages are
logged by the modified client. Passive application level monitoring is transparent to the P2P
network.
(22) was the passive application-level trace of P2P was performed on Gnutella network
in 2000. Gibson et al., (32) and Coulson et al.(33) were other publications before 2006 that
perfomed passive application level monitoring on P2P networks. Both these publications mon-
itored Gnutella 0.6 network. Aidouni et al., (34) and Allali et al., (35) follwoed the approach
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of passive monitoring on eDonkey for different periods on time. (34) used the technique of
disconnecting and reconnecting randomly to increase the coverage whereas (35) used multiple
modified clients.
Though all the work related passive application-level monitoring mentioned here was used to
study application level monitoring in an internet wide-context some key insights are obtained
about application level monitoring. Huges, Walkerdine and Lee (24) observe that, passive
application-level monitoring is transparent, but, it does not require access to low-level network
infrastructure. Unfortunately, in cases where a very large sample of network traffic is required,
passive monitoring would be unsuitable because of the limited exposure it has, to the network.
Benefits and Limitations of Passive Application Level Monitoring Passive appli-
cation level monitoring records all the data on the network without being intrusive. A modified
client introduced logs all the incoming, outgoing messages from its neighbours and other in-
formational messages received by the client. Thus passive Network level monitoring is suitable
for cases where non-invasive approach is desirable. Ineherently this method is protocol specific.
Unfortunately, due to the small-world properties of modern P2P networks as pointed out by
Adar et al.,(22) a single client using this method does not collect pervasive information about
all the nodes in the network.
4.1.4 Active Application Level Monitoring
Active application level monitoring involves deploying a modified client onto the P2P net-
work similar to a class. In this case the client actively queries the P2P network to collect
as much information from the network as possible. In passive monitoring at the application
level, only the messages that the client exchanges with its neighbours or messages received from
remote clients are logged. But in case of active monitoring the client sends queries to known
nodes on the network to collect as much information about them as possible. Also the modified
client connects to a large number of neighbours and repeatedly reconnects to the network to
different nodes in order to cover as much network as possible.
The first known application level trace of Gnutella was performed by Ripeani et al., (48)
with a gol of mapping the Gnutella network. A modified client called ’crawler’ was created
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to repeateldy reconnect to different nodes in it’s list in order to build a map of the network.
This approach is invasive and is not very scalable. A similar crawling method was followed by
Sarious and Gummadi (50) for a month-long crawl of Gnutella network. This recorded both
low-level data like IP addresses, bandwidth and high-level data like files being shared and file
sizes. However this study just studied the properties in general like bandwidth bottlenecks and
the average number of files shared. A study aimed at observing the availability of peers and files
on Gnutella was conducted by (52). The method included a crawler that performed searched,
intercepted the search-reponses and involed a ’tracking manager’ to donwload a peer’s file list.
After a 40 day monitoring period Chu et al., (52) reported a strong correlation between time of
day and node availability. Also Chu et al., (52) observed that file popularity is highly skewed
with the top 10% of files accounting for more than 50% of shared data. Based on the work
reviewed so far, it is clear that active application level monitoring is very intrusive in nature. If
crawline, i.e., repeated disconnection and reconnection is used, the intrusiveness increases and
it is not very scalable either. However in few networks searches automatically crawl since they
are forwarded by peers.
Benefits and Limitations of Active Application Level Monitoring Active applica-
tion level monitoring allows gathering a large amount of information about remote nodes on
the network within a short time, but at the expense of transparency. Since it is very noisy,
active monitoring at the application level would qualify as the best method if invasiveness is
not a factor and global network information is required.
4.2 Monitoring P2P Networks for Evidence Collection
Banerjee A. et al., (36) analyze the P2P monitoring implemented by the RIAA and MPAA
and concludes that almost all the nodes that do not use a IP block-list to prevent connections
from decoy systems are subjected to monitoring. The paper concludes that the top five most
prevalent blocklisted IPs contribute to nearly 94% of all blocklisted entities. By blocking the
top-5 most prevalent blocklisted IPs, the users can reduce the chances of their being monitored
to around 1%. Hence if active application level monitoring approach is chosen, care must be
taken that the intrusiveness is as less as possible.
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Very recently Latapy et al., (51) presented a work on identify keywords related to CP on
P2P network. Their work is based on a large passive application level trace and extraction of
keywords related to CP based on existing investigation material. This work could use these
keyword information to identify the existence of contraband files very effectively. Also, Liber-
atore et al., (47) presented a work on monitoring of P2P networks like BitTorrent for forensic
evidence collection and uses GUID information for validation of evidence similar to this work.
However the initial stages of investigation related to obtaining information about new keywords
and files on the network is non-existent. Also it does not examine the differences between pop-
ular files and less popular files while monitoring. In this work we propose an architecture that
covers: identifying possible contraband files associated with a keyword, identifying nodes on a
P2P network that share a particular file and collect sufficient evidence to prove suspicion in a
court to obtain search warrant.
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5 Design And Implemenetation Of An Evidence Collection Tool In
Gnutella2 Network
This chapter illustrates the implementation details of the evidence collection tool. Section
5.1 describes the goals of this work. Section 5.2 describes the constraints and other consider-
ations that are important to the design of the monitoring tool. Sections 5.3 and 5.4 present
a framework and describe the components of the framework. Section 5.5 discusses why the
proposed solution is feasible. Section 5.6 outlines the expected behavior of the prototype in re-
alistic conditions. Section 5.7 presents the implementation details of the prototype for evidence
collection in P2P networks.
5.1 Goals
The goal of this work is to create a working-prototype of a monitoring tool for forensic
evidence collection in P2P file-sharing networks. Specifically the tool would be useful in col-
lecting evidence related to possession and distribution of criminal content on P2P networks.
The evidence collected would help in narrowing down on a suspect computer distributing crim-
inal content and issuing a search & seizure warrant for it. The following section describes the
design constraints and considerations.
5.2 Design Constraints and Considerations
Based on the challenges for P2P monitoring in Chapter 3 and the goals of evidence collection
in digital forensics, the following constraints need to be satisfied for the tool to be effective:
• The tool must collect as much information as possible about the location of the criminal
content and the time when it existed, for the sake of completeness of evidence.
• The tool must monitor the network as non-intrusively as possible
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• The tool must not participate in uploading criminal content even by accident
• The tool must be able to collect information from the network in spite of encryption of
messages
• It must be possible to validate the evidence collected from the tool at some stage of the
investigation
The following challenges and goals were not applicable for the prototype, but will be im-
portant for a fully-functional evidence collection system:
• the information collected should be optimized so that the least possible storage space is
required
• quick response time while processing messages logged
• it should be possible to automate the searches
Based on the neccessary constraints mentioned above for efficient evidence collection, the
following section proposes a general framework for the same purpose.
5.3 Framework
Application level monitoring is the most suitable approach in order to satisfy the constraints
discussed above. Active application level would be effective to collect large amounts of global
data within a short period of time. However due to its blatantly invasive approach, it poses
a significant risk of the nodes getting added to a block-list, thus rendering the monitoring
tool useless. Passive application level monitoring is very effective for our purpose except that
the data it collects contains is limited. This could be compensated by introducing more than
one re-engineered nodes onto the network instead of one. Since at the application layer level,
both approaches have complementing advantages, an ideal tool would use a combination of
both approaches. The monitoring tool should intertwine both active and passive monitoring in
such a way that the disadvantages of passive monitoring are offset by using active monitoring
techniques and vice versa.
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Figure 5.1 describes the stages of evidence collection where different monitoring approaches
are used at different stages.
Figure 5.1 Monitoring Framework: Stages
Stage1: In S¨tage1a¨ monitor is deployed onto the network to log all application level mes-
sages passively. This yields to recording of all ’Query’ and ’QueryHit’ messages. The ’Query’
messages could be parsed to obtain keyword related to illegal content on the network. The
’Query Hit’ messages could be used to identify nodes on the network that contain illegal con-
tent. The keywords obtained as a part of the search act as input to stage two.
Stage 2: S¨tage2u¨ses the keywords identified in stage-1 that could potentially list illegal
files in the search results. Active keywords searches are performed in this stage and the URNs
of all files obtained as search results for a particular keywords are logged.
Stage 3: S¨tage3u¨ses the URNs obtained in Stage2. This is the crucial stage for accurately
identifying the nodes of the network that possess and distribute criminal content. In this stage
also, active searches are launched, but for the URNs instead of keywords. URNs are hash values
that uniquely identify a particular file.
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The following section contains a detailed description about the major components of a
monitoring tool and a few implementation specific details.
5.4 Description of Major Components
The key idea behind the monitoring tool is the following: By introducing a modified client
onto the network that logs all incoming and outgoing messages with timestamps, the IP ad-
dressed and unique identifiers of nodes possessing a particular file on the network can be
recorded.
Passive monitoring could be used for collecting historical information and identifying pre-
viously unknown or unseen contraband. A database of criminal content could be created based
on the passive monitoring of the network. When a specific file is identified by its hash value
and investigative agencies need to track the nodes that possess and/or distribute the file, then
active monitoring could be used. A search could be launched for the known file hash and all
the ’Query Hits’ could be logged. Targeted and limited searches reduce the risk of the moni-
tors getting black-listed. Active network level monitoring would provide the required data if
extensive information about one particular file or file-type was needed.
The major components of the monitor, as shown in figure 5.2, are the re-engineered P2P
client, the message parsing tool, the database for storing passive application level monitoring
information and the database querying tool.
A client that uses any one of the modern P2P protocols could be used. However, most of
the modern P2P networks follow a semi centralized architecture and hence this work focuses
on evidence collection in P2P network with semi-centralized architecture. Gnutella, Gnutella2,
KAD etc., use supernodes or hubs on the network for efficient search. Supernodes or Hubs
are powerful computers that run the client software and could contribute enough hardware
resources and processing power to the network. Since the supernodes or hubs are responsible
for forwarding the search queries, the number of search queries and search results visible to
them is very large compared to a regular node. Hence for passive application level monitoring
is effective in semi-centralized network when the monitoring tool is is super-node mode.
P2P Network/Protocol: The general search mechanism works in a similar fashion in
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Figure 5.2 Anatomy of the P2P Monitor
case of GnutellaV0.6 and Gnutella 2. For the purpose of this work a Gnutella2 client was
chosen for re-engineering. As noted in the ’Literature Survey’, no significant monitoring or
traffic analysis of Gnutella 2 could be identified prior to this work. Though Gnutella 2 is not
as popular as Gnutella, a working prototype of a monitoring tool implemented for Gnutella 2
network could be extended to Gnutella v0.6 network, ED2K etc.
Monitoring at the application layer involves logging of several messages exchanged by the
hub-cluster and by the leaves and hubs. Following section describes a few of the important
messages of the Gnutella-2 network.
5.4.1 Important Gnutella2 Messages
Based on the Gnutella2 protocol specification, the following application level packets /
messages yeilded key information for investigation:
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Search Query(Q2) (37) message contains the Universal Resource Name(URN), Descrip-
tive Name(DN) (Generic) Criteria, Metadata Criteria, Object Size Restriction Criteria.
Query Acknowledgement (QA) (38) message is used by a target hub to acknowledge
the receipt of a query and to indicate that it is processing the query. The target hub also
provides information to ensure that hubs are not searched more than once in a given query.
Lists of ’Done Nodes’ and ’Search Hub’ nodes are sent to the querying client. These done nodes
are all neighbours of the target hub which need not be sent the search queries since they were
effectively searched by the target hub. The ’Search Hub’ nodes are additional hub-nodes in the
cache of the target hub, that were not effectively searched by the target hub.
Query Hit (QH) message (39) contains one or more search result descriptors, along with
information about the node like GUID, node address(IP address + port number), neighbour
hub address, descriptive name, metadata and timestamp when the result-set was generated.
In response to a single query message, a single node could respond with multiple ’Query Hit’
messages.
Local Node Information (LNI) (40) messages are sent only to neighbours of a node at
regular interval. This message contains GUID and the local library information.
5.4.2 Leveraging Information Logged by the Modified Gnutella2 Client
Amongst the Gnutella2 packets described above each of the packets could be used to obtain
information about the network and files distributed by the nodes of the network. It must be
noted that these packets are essentially application layer protocol messages. Information within
each packet can be leveraged to extract important information about nodes possessing illegal
content.
Passive application level monitoring records all possible packets that the client receives.
Search keywords that could possibly yield results of contraband or search-hits that are asso-
ciated with illegal files could be extracted from the ’QUERY’ packets. ’QUERY HIT’ packets
could be used to identify the nodes on the networks by IP address and port number. A ’Globally
Unique Identifier’ (GUID) could be recorded for each ’QUERY HIT’ along with the time-stamp
for the packet received. A ’QUERY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT’ packet sent by the target hub
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contains lists of ’Done Nodes’ and ’Search Hub’ nodes to the querying client. ’Done nodes’ need
not be sent the search queries since they were neighbours of target hub and were effectively
searched by the target hub. Based on this information we know the list of neighbours for each
hub that a query is sent to. Based on this information the hub-network could possibly recon-
structed. Hub network is dynamic and changes, but since hubs have relativeley high uptime
the restructuring or reorganization of the network should be slower than the leaf nodes.
5.5 Feasibility
(Why it is working) Deploying a re-engineered client onto the network to perform differ-
ent kinds of monitoring requires one node. In initial stage i.e., during passive monitoring the
modified client running as a hub has a limited network view and hence collects limited data.
Deploying additional nodes onto the network is a possible solution. However information about
illegal files could be found-out by directly starting at stage 2 i.e., active keyword searches. An
important requirement in order to start at Stage2 is to know the important keywords related
to the investigation. However looking at particular types of crimes, the investigating agencies
already must have identified the most probable keywords relevant to the case they are investi-
gating. Stage1 only helps in creating a consolidated list keywords and identify new keywords
related to any investigation. Stage3 uses the same technique as stage two and therefore no
additional required to carry-out stage3 of the framework. Hence in order to start the investiga-
tion at stage-2 of the framework, only one computer with enough processor and memory to run
the modified Gnutella2 client and enough storage to store all packet information are required.
Additional processing power and storage might be required for other components like the data
parser and the relational database. However those requirements might require a maximum of
a second computing unit.
5.6 Realistic Conditions
Under realistic conditions the major issues faced are network coverage in Stage1, unrelated
and misleading search-results in stage2. Network coverage issues can be solved by disconnecting
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and reconnecting to the network multiple times. Alternatively placing multiple monitors is a
solution. However as mentioned in the previous sections, stage1 is less crucial to the investi-
gation if important keywords are know. The problem with stage-2 i.e., keyword search is the
noise in the search results. In case of an automated investigation, these irrelevant search results
which can be considered as noise should be filtered out. An important challenge is identifying
the noise without downloading the files. This could be possible done by looking at file size and
other such factors. Also while deploying these behind a gateway or a NAT, port-forwarding
should be enabled for other nodes on the network to communicate with the monitor. These
are the major issues that need to be addressed in realistic conditions.
5.7 Prototype Implementation and Optimizations
Implementation details of the prototype, ie., the major components listed in figure 5.2
are presented in this section. The modified client was a re-engineered open-source Windows-
based Gnutella 2 client called Shareaza (41). The re-engineered client was introduced onto
the network to log the application-level messages(packets) sent and received. The messages
were logged/recorded in regular flatfiles on the operating system. The re-engineered client was
scheduled to stop executing twice a day. Perl scripts were scheduled to execute during the
down-time to copy the flat files to an archive.
Note: Shareaza uses a GPL License. This modified version of Shareaza client developed
as a part of this program was not distributed for public use.
Three flat-files were created and saved to the disk on the node - one file contained a list
of all Gnutella2 messages sent and received by the client one file contained a list of all hosts
in the host-cache of the client one file contained a list of neighbours the client had during its
run-time
The data parsing and data querying tools were written in Perl. The PERL script for parsing
the data and uploading the data into the database could be located in APPENDIX2. Data was
extracted from the flat files and uploaded to a MySQL database. The MySQL database was
queried for analysis purposes by the data querying scripts. Additionally for the sake of human
readability while querying the messages recorded, a web-interface was developed.
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5.7.1 Modifying Shareaza - Implementation Details
Shareaza v2.5.4 was the final version used for this work. While earlier versions of Shareaza
contained the necessary code, the final implementation was a fork version 2.5.4. (43) has
source-code of latest versions of Shareaza. Compiling Shareaza using Visual Studio 2010 is
not straightforward. (42) contains detailed instructions on how to compile Shareaza. In order
to compile shareaza we require Visual Studio, gzip, Boost library and Inno QuickStart Pack
Setup. The details about using these could be found in (42).
Shareaza source contained over 400 C++ files that are responsible for maintenance of the
network and operations. Out of these files a few important classes were identified and exploited
to log the incoming messages to and outgoing messages from the Shareaza client. Packet,
Neighbour and QueryHash table were a few of the more important classes that need to be
understood.
Packets are important pieces of information that need to be processed quickly and effi-
ciently by Shareaza. Shareaza supports eDonkey, Bit Torrent, Gnutella and Gnutella2 pro-
tocols. Hence the packet class is inherited in different levels. Packet.cpp, CG1Packet.cpp,
CG2Packet.cpp, EDPacket.cpp, BTPacket.cpp were PacketPool.cpp were the important classes
to understand. Classes CG1Packet.cpp and CG2Packet.cpp along with the modifications were
included in Appendix-A
P2P handle neighbour information very frequently. In face maintenance of the network
dependence on checking if a neighbour is alive and connecting to other neighbours on the
network if no messages could be received from the neighbour. The ’Neighbour’ class is im-
portant to understand since different types of packets are obtained from neighbours compared
to other nodes. Neighbours typically send more information compared to other nodes. In
Shareaza, the ’Neighbour’ class has a long list of inheritances. The chain of inheritance from
parent class to child classes is noted as follows: NeighboursBase, NeighboursWithG1, Neigh-
boursWithG2, NeighboursWithED2K, NeighboursWithRouting and NeighboursWithConnect
and CNeighbours. Code modified in a few of these classes is included in Appendix-A.
Query Hash Tables were maintained by hubs. Hubs maintained one aggregate query hash-
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table for all the child tables and one query hash table for each of the neighbours. Whenever hubs
encountered a query, the query hash table was checked to see the possibility of that query being
fulfilled by any of their leaves or neighbours. ’QueryHashTable.cpp’, ’QueryHashMaster.cpp’
and ’QueryHashTable.cpp’ are important classes related to QueryHash table.
Few windows in Shareaza power-mode displayed packet information, host-cache information
and neighbout information. The code for these windows was tapped so that everytime an update
or repaint operation occurs in these Windows, shareaza first writes the data onto OS flat-files
before updating the windows. Everytime a packet is recieved, it’s information is dumped
onto the ’Packet Dump; windows and into a text-file in the windows ’Appdata’ folder for
the user under whose username Shareaza is running. ’WndPacket.cpp’, ’WndHostCache.cpp’
and ’WndNeighbours.cpp’ were the windows whose code was modified to obtain and dump of
different information. Copies of the modified code are included in Appendix-A.
In most of the cases, the modified code was commented and comments containing ’Mod-
ified by Teja’ was added to the code. However a few trivial modifications might not contain
comments. In case differences between original source and the modified source needed to be
found, programs like vimdiff could be utilized.
In order to activate the network packet logging, once the modified code was compiled and
the setup of Shareaza was completed - Shareaza needed to be started in ‘PowerMode‘ where
additional menu options are available under the view menu. The menu options ‘PacketDump‘,
‘HostCache‘ and ‘Neighbours‘ are used to start recording the information into text files. The
files with packet information dump, host-cache dump and neighbour-list dump could be located
in the ‘Appdata‘ folder of the logged-in user in Windows. These files were collected and
parsed using the parser script. Before parsing the data was copied into folders with titles
’Data yyyy mm dd’.
5.7.2 Testing and Optimization
The modified Gnutella 2 client was introduced onto the network and was elevated to a
hub-status. The minimum memory, processing power and uptime requirements for a hub-node
were met.
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The tool collected 4-6 GigaBytes(GB) of packet data per day for the hub-node. It was
observed that about 25% of the overhead was caused by the long delimiters in the data to
assist parsing. Another opportunity to reduce the amount of data logged was by not logging
unnecessary packets, depending on the purpose. Eliminating all packets other than ’Query’
and ’Query Hit’ packets, the size of the dump fell to about 0.7-1.2 GB.
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6 Experimental Evaluation
This chapter describes the experiment setup for evaluating the tool and the findings based
on both active and passive monitoring of the Gnutella2 network and presents an analysis of
the findings.
6.1 Evaluation
The monitoring tool can be evaluated based on its ability to: (a) identify new criminal
content on the network by passively logging search-hits and (b) identify the nodes on the
network that posess a particular file along with their GUID(Globally Unique Idnetifier) values.
Three data-collection experiments were setup in order to evaluate the tool. The Information
collected through both active and passive monitoring through these experiments was presented
in the results section.
6.1.1 Experiment 1: Passive Monitoring Only
The goal of this experiment is to verify the working of the re-engineered Gnutella 2 client
as designed. In other words, after recording ’Query’, ’Query Hit’ packets and the number of
keywords extracted was observed. In this experiment the re-engineered Gnutella-2 client was
introduced into the network and data was logged for five consecutive days. An analysis of the
data collected is described in the results section of this chapter.
6.1.2 Experiment 2: A Comparision of Active and Passive Monitoring
In this experiment two nodes were introduced into the network one in leaf mode and one in
hub-mode. The re-engineered client in the leaf mode was used to launch searches for specific
keywords once a day and all the search results were logged. The messages logged were analyzed
to obtain the number of nodes with unique IP addresses in posession of files containing a specific
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keyword. Results are presented in the results section of this chapeter. Another re-engineered
client in hub-mode ran for five consecutive days to collect all incoming and outgoing messages.
The number of ’query hit’ messages logged messages that contained the same keyword used
in the active monitoring approache previously were extracted. A comparitive analysis of the
number of ’Search Hits’ recorded by the passive monitoring vs the total number nodes derived
through active monitoring approach was performed. Results of the analysis are presented in
the ’Results’ section of this chapter.
6.1.3 Experiment 3: Actively Tracking a File on the Network
In this experiment a leaf-node was used to to query the network for a Uniform Resource
Name (URN). A URN is a hash value that uniquely indentified a file. Two URN searches,
one for a very popular file and one for a mildly popular file, were performed each day for five
continuous days. The search results were logged by the node. The number of unique nodes that
contained the file on Day 1 and the propagation of the file on the network could be observed
using the data collected. There is no indication when the file was originally downloaded by
a node. However if a node was previosuly a part of search results and it did not posess the
file, then it is possible that the file was recently downloaded to the node. The changes to the
unique-node population in posession of two files over a five day period was described in the
’Results’ section fo this chapter.
6.2 Results
6.2.1 Experiment 1 - Results
The ip address, date, time and the message payload were logged by the re-engineered
Gnutella2 client for all Gnutella 2 packets. Important information could be obtained by query-
ing the payload of the packets described in section 6.2.1.
The number of records of relevant incoming messages by type is shown in fig 6.1 below:
A web-based application was created to query the database in order to identify search-
queries and search hits with particular key-words that might indicate posession of or intent to
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Figure 6.1 Number of Packets Recorded by Type
Table 6.1 Keywords Extracted - Five Day Data Collection
Day Keywords Extracted Keywords Extracted






obtain criminal content. Images X and Y below show the the search criteria and sample results
to identify historical searches and historical search results for potential criminal content.
6.2.2 Experiment 2 - Results
In experiment two, six keywords were chosen - three very popular and three midly popular.
A search was initiated in a re-engineered Gnutella2 client running in leaf-mode, once a day for
each keyword. These searches were performed for five consecutive days. In parallel another re-
engineered client in hub-mode was deployed on the Gnutella2 network to passively log messages.
The number of ’Query Hit’ messages that contained the chosen keywords were extracted from
the data recorded.
Unfortunately, due to human error or less popularity of the keyword, the final data gathered
contained information about only two of the six keywords for all five consecutive days - one
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Figure 6.2 Query - Historical Search Information
Figure 6.3 Query Results - Historical Search Information
very popular keyword and one mildly popular keyword. For precision purposes the very popular
keyword and the less popular keyword shall be referred to as ’Keyword A’ and ’Keyword B’
henceforth.
The graphs in figures 6.4 and 6.5 contain the total number of ’Query Hit’ packets received
in active and passive mode for different keywords. In order to get a better insight into the
number of nodes on the network that posess the file, the number of unique ’IP address’ and
’Port Number’ combinations from which the query hits were received was deduced. The number
of unique IP address and port number combinations from which a Query hit packet was received
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Figure 6.4 Popular Keyword - Active vs Passive Monitoring
Figure 6.5 Less Popular Keyword - Active vs Passive Monitoring
was also deduced from the passive monitoring data.
Figure 6.4 contains the comparision of active mode and passive mode monitoring for the
number of nodes that contain files matching Keyword-A. Figure 6.5 contains a similar compar-
ision as figure 6.4 but for nodes containing files that match Keyword-B.
It was observed that for a popular ’keyword’ the number of search-hits logged by the node
monitoring the network passively were about 10 percent of the of the total search-hits logged
by node searching for the keyword actively. After initiating an active keyword search, several
files related to the keyword were a part of the search-results. Hence keyword based searches
identify many different files related to a particular keyword.
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6.2.3 Experiment 3 - Results
URNs for a popular and midly popular files were chosen from keyword search results and
from messages logged during passive monitoring. URLs typically are hash values obtained from
standard hashes like SHA1.
Figure 6.6 Very Popular File on Gnutella2 network - 5 Day Tracking Information
Table 6.2 Very Popular File - 5 Day Tracking Information
Day Unique Nodes Number of Nodes New Additions
that posess File-A Seen Previously
Day1 25 0 25
Day2 27 21 6
Day3 33 23 4
Day4 32 32 6
Day5 33 33 0
Figure 6.7 shows the trend of unique nodes identified by the tool 5 consecutive days that
posess a popular file. The table 6.5 also contains the information about the number of new
nodes identified each day. Figure 6.7 and Table 6.6 provide similar information as Figure 6.7
and table 6.5 but for a mildly popular file.
It was observed that case of a popular file that the number of new nodes that were identified
to posess the file reduced drastically after 3-4 days. However for the midly popular files the
number of new nodes identified to posess the file each day was almost zero.
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Figure 6.7 Less Popular File - 5 day Tracking Information
Table 6.3 Less Popular File - 5 Day Tracking Information
Day Unique Nodes Number of Nodes New Additions
that posess File-B Seen Previously
Day1 7 0 7
Day2 5 5 0
Day3 8 7 1
Day4 6 6 0
Day5 5 5 0
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7 Discussion - Network Coverage
Active and Passive Monitoring involves introduction on a modified P2P client onto the
network. In order to avoid being very intrusive and seem like an anomalous node, we proposed
limiting of the number of searches performed. However steps must be taken in order to increase
network coverage in the passive monitoring mode. It is also important to cover the nodes that
continously join and leave this network. This chapter discusses the possible techniques to
achieve network coverage.
7.1 Increasing Messages logged in Passive Application Level Monitoring
All searches in the Gnutella 2 network are performed over the hub-network. Each hub
maintains a query hash table (QHT) for each of its neighbours and an aggregate query hash
table for all its leaf nodes. Whenever a search query is received, it is forwarded only to the hubs
who QHT contain a value for that keyword or URN. However, the query acknowledgement sent
to the querying node would contain all the neighbours hubs in the ’ALREADY QUERIED’ list.
Since the hub checked the possibility of neighbouring hubs containing the file, this process is
valid. Therefore the modified client introduced onto the network has limited visibility in terms
of search queries it receives through forwarding from neighbouring nodes. Also it receives
limited network coverage since it is connected to a few hubs.
Note: Searches could be keyword-based or URN based. URN is a hash value
To log maximum search queries on the network the following techniques might be used:
• Introduce multiple modified clients that connect to different parts of the Network
• Initialize the QHT so that all Queries record a Search Hit
• Introduce multiple modified clients that connect to a large number of leaves so that the
QHT is dense.
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7.1.0.1 Introduce multiple modified clients that connect to different parts
of the Network
Introducing multiple client in different IP blocks and controlling the neighbour connections
such that they do not have any common one-hop or two-hop neighbours could significantly
increase the coverage of the network. During a search operation, the Shareaza client indicates
the number of hubs searched for a particular keyword. It was observed that normally the
number of hubs available were between 2500 and 3000. In order to cover as much of this hub
network as possible the number of neighbours and the number of nodes introduced onto the
network should be optimized by trying to connect to hubs with large number of neighbours.
Knowledge of network topology is an important factor for introducing multiple clients onto
the network. The information obtained can be used to introduce hub-nodes into the network
at different location so that the entire network topology is covered by as few monitors as
possible. For a real-world investigation this could aid capturing as much network traffic as
possible. Based on the information from a Query Acknowledgement packet that is sent by hub
in response to a query, all the neighboring hubs for the given hubs could be obtained. Depending
on the number of different sources that send this packet to out monitoring hub,neighbors and
second-hop neighbors for many hubs on the network could be identified.
Active application level monitoring could help for obtaining an accurate topology of the
network because each search request sent by the Hub receives a Query Acknowledgement packet.
Hence if more searches originate from the HUB, more Query Acknowledgement packets are
received in a shorter time. Hence a quicker and a more accurate snapshot of network topology
could be obtained.
7.1.0.2 Initialize the QHT so that all Queries record a Search Hit
Each hub in Gnutella2 mantains ’Query Hash Table’ information for neighbouring hubs.
Queries in Gnutella2 get forwarded to neighbouring hubs only if there is a ’Query Hit’ or in
other words a possibbility of finding the file in the neighbouring hub-cluster. Hence if the
source-code of the client is modified in such a way that the Query Hash table is initialized to
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be full then the neighbour hubs will forward all search queries to our modified hub-node. This
method would be effective to collect many search-hits and search results. However providing
false search-hits would draw significant attention since the search hits do not provide any actual
files for downloading.
7.1.1 Introduce Multiple Modified Hub-Nodes that allow Large Number of
Leaf Connections
A large number of leaves generally increases the density of the Aggregate Query Hash
Table. Instead of falsely initiating the Query Hash Table to be densely populated, in this case
the actual files do exist with the leaves. Hence the download requests for these files will not
make the node seem anomalous. Also since the Query Hash Table is densely populated, more
search queries are forwarded to the hub-nodes. Thus more queries are covered by introducing
a few hub-nodes in this case. However in order to serve a large number of leaf nodes significant
processing power is required.
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8 Summary And Future Work
The first part of this chapter summaries the results of the thesis. The subsequent section
describes future work.
8.1 Conclusion
Based on the data collection and evaluation through experiments in the previous section it
can be concluded that
• the prototype developed as a part of this work could be used to identify the a node on
the Gnutella network in possession of criminal content
• active keyword searches could also be used for identifying content on the network provided
they are not very intrusive
• solid investigation techniques like timestamping and collecting public domain information
make the prototype developed, a practical investigation tool in the real world.
8.2 Future Work
Future work includes opportunities to maximize information collected in passive-monitoring
mode and leveraging the ability to reconstruct a large part of the hub-network based on mes-
sages logged. From a more practical tool development point-of-view, optimizing the data-
parsing techniques for parsing the data collected and optimizing the queries to obtain mean-
ingful information from the database are equally important. Finally, in cases of crimes like
distribution of Child Pornography, indentifying the initial uploader might be helpful in pre-
venting child abuse. Future work includes the problem of identifying the initial uploader.
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8.2.1 Possible Performance Optimizations
Currently the entire payload of all the packets received by the modified Gnutella2 client is
stored in the database. A lot of packets do not provide any meaningful information. Hence
identifying the important relevant information and storing only that information would reduce
the storage space required and the response time for queries. Hence both space complexity and
time complexity is reduced using measures like these.
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APPENDIX A Shareaza Classes and Code Snippets
Attached in this appendix are a list of Gnutella2 classes that were modified by the author.
Re-engineered Gnutella2 Client
For most of the important modification to the code included search for ’Modified by Teja’
in the comments section of the files included in the attachments.
Attached filed ’NeighbourClass.zip’, ’PacketClass.zip’, ’QHTClass.zip’ and ’WndClasses.zip’
contain the important C++ classes that either need to be understood or contain some modifi-
cations in order to record application-level messages using Shareaza.
The method ’SmartDump’ contains the code for extracting the packet information before
processing the packet.
The following function was added to the end of WndPacket.cpp:
void CPacketWnd::WritePacketToFile(CString record)
{
int iChars = 1 + record.GetLength ();





APPENDIX B Data Parser - Perl Scripts
Custom delimiter strings are used to separate each packet logged by the modified Gnutella2
client. The parser perl-script uses these delimiters, the date-indicator on the file-name and the
timestamps on packets to create an appropriate record in the MySQL database. Perl uses a
database driver to connect to the MySQL database.
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